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Date:	 Wednesday 31st,	March	2021

From:	 Sierra	Leoneans	in	Technology	(SLinT)

To:	 The	Government	of	Sierra	Leone	(GoSL)	and	interested	parties

Re:	Concerns	Regarding	the	Cyber	Crimes	2020	Bill

SLinT (Sierra	Leoneans	in	Technology),	a	concentrated,	progressive	and	apolitical	
group	of	Sierra	Leonean	technology	professionals	worldwide,	commend	the	Ministry	
of	Information	and	Communication's	decision	and	hard	work	towards	the	2020	
Cyber	Crimes	Acts	currently	in	review	in	Parliament.	We	strongly	believe	that	we	
need	these	types	of	legislations,	when	done	right,	to	help	the	country	develop	and	
use	technology	effectively	while	protecting	the	public	in	the	suggested	standards	
and	instruments	by	way	of	the	tabled	legislation.

While	the	Ministry	and	its	partners	have	done	an	excellent	job	putting	the	bill	
forward,	we	know	the	passing	of	such	legislation	is	a	massive	uptake	in	a	
problematic	domain	to	find	professionals	globally,	knowing	those	limits	within	
Sierra	Leone	for	Cyber	Security	professionals.	Cyber	Crime	is	a	global	phenomenon	
that	is	at	the	top	of	every	government's	legal	system	across	the	world	at	the	moment.	
It	requires	urgent	attention	via	legislation	on	the	possible	crimes	that	can	be	
committed	and	the	potential	violations	of	our	fundamental	human	rights	and	
privacy,	irrespective	of	which	government	is	in	power.

Hence,	the	approach	should	beg	us	to	look	at	this	with	absolute	neutrality	and	
scrutiny	to	safeguard	our	nascent	democracy.	SLinT has	asked	a	community	with	
over	100	members	listed	from	all	walks	of	Technology	professions	ranging	from	
(Law,	Cybersecurity,	Network	Security,	Software	engineers,	Management	
Consultants,	Technology	Architects,	Blockchain,	Cryptocurrency,	Professors,	
Technology	entrepreneurs,	and	many	more).	These	members	come	from	some	of	the	
most	coveted	Technology	and	consulting	global	giants	to	work	for,	such	as	
(Microsoft,	Amazon,	Facebook,	Apple,	Oracle,	Google,	IBM,	Accenture,	Northrop	
Grumman,	and	many	more).	

Our	candidates'	pool,	ranges	from	professors,	senior	management	consultants,	
and	advisers	to	governments	worldwide,	to	entrepreneurs	doing	business	in	
Sierra	Leone	and	abroad.	We	host	the	most	extensive	set	of	qualified	Sierra	
Leonean	technology	professionals	worldwide.	We	strongly	believe	that	it	is	time	
to	put	these	Sierra	Leonean	conglomerates	of	brains	to	work	for	Sierra	Leone.	
We	hope	that	you	would	heed	our	unbiased	advice	and	know	that	this	is	
intended	to	be	a	constructive	engagement	for	this	bill	and	possible	future	
assistance	in	utilizing	Sierra	Leonean	talents	overseas	as	means	of	addressing	
the	brain	drain.

While	we	have	benefited	from	the	host	of	technology	professionals	who	were	
able	to	provide	feedback,	we	have	also	incorporated	the	layperson's	viewpoints	
in	this	document.	And	although	this	is	our	preliminary	assessment	in	a	short	
period	to	respond,	we	may	provide	several	iterations	to	the	government.	We	can	
serve	as	a	resource	for	rectifications	and	general	advice.

We	once	again	congratulate	the	Ministry	for	the	attempt	to	pioneer	a	much	
needed remedy	in	the	fight	against	Cybercrimes	in	the	country.	We	look	forward	
to	working	with	them	in	getting	this	right,	to	avoid	a	mistake	that	can	send	the	
judiciary	into	a	tailspin	of	civil	right	violations	obscuring	the	core	focus	on	
crimes	that	may	have	been	committed.

Sincerely,

Tamba	Sheku	Lamin	
President	and	Executive	Board	Member
Sierra	Leoneans	in	Technology	(SLinT)
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SLinT believes	that	the	Cyber	Crimes	Act	in	its	current	state	has	some	reasonable	provisions	that	are	needed	to	decrease	cybercrimes	in	Sierra	
Leone.	After	our	preliminary,	professional	and	neutral	review	of	the	bill,	we	found	that	the	legislation	has	significant	loopholes,	cannot	be	
effectively	implemented,	and	represents	a	threat	to	data	protection,	citizens'	privacy,	human	rights,	and	freedom	of	expression.	

The	current	bill	will	make	it	very	easy	for	police	officers,	the	Minister,	Judges,	and	Authorized	persons	to	misuse	their	office powers	to	violate	
data	protection	laws,	privacy,	and	Sierra	Leonean	citizens'	human	rights.	The	bill	extends	the	offence	of	criminal	responsibility	to	numerous	acts	
that	may	have	been	committed	through	a	computer	system	without	providing	the	safeguards	to	guarantee	civil	liberties	and	fair adjudication	of	
matters.	It	concentrates	investigative	and	enforcement	powers	with	undefined	fines	and	penalties	to	the	Minister	and	a	few	others,	
undermining	this	bill's	intent	as	a	new	risk	to	the	outcomes	of	the	Sierra	Leone	Truth	and	Reconciliation	Commission	(TRC)	report.

Computer	Security	or	security	in	cyberspace	is	not	as	simple	as	catching	the	cybercriminal.	It	is	about	preventing	the	cybercriminal	from	
committing	cybercrimes	such	as	stealing	or	changing	valuable	national	security	data.	If	the	cybercriminal	is	allowed	to break	into	a	secured	
system,	existing	standards,	guidelines,	principles,	tools,	and	processes	are	used	to	investigate	the	crime.	This	Cyber	Crimes bill	is	the	perfect	
legislation	to	investigate	and	convict	the	cybercriminal.	Governments	and	companies	typically	spend	large	sums	of	money	on	preventing	
cybercrimes	from	happening	by	developing	and	enacting	standards,	policies,	and	guidelines	and	training	employees	and	citizens on secure	
computer	systems.

SLinT is	recommending	that	this	bill	is	put	on	hold	for	further	inclusive	review	with	all	relevant	stakeholders.	While	at	the	same	time,	
we	implement	the	data	protection	and	privacy	legislation	as	a	precursor	to	enacting	this	bill,	to	guarantee	due	process	for	all	citizens	
irrespective	of	background,	government,	or	favours	as	a	matter	of	urgency.	The	view	of	amending	the	bill	after	passing	it	now on its	current	fast-
paced	trajectory	to	enactment	seems	wrong	in	plain	sight	of	these	concerns.



• Part	I	– Preliminary
• Definitions	for	some	key	terms	and	phrases	used	in	the	bill	

are	missing,	leaving	them	up	for	interpretation	by	the	
police	officers,	judges,	authorized	persons,	and	the	
Minister.		Examples;	Privacy,	Authorized	Persons,	Terms	
and	Conditions,	Such	Conditions,	reasonable	grounds,	
reasonably	required

• Part	II	– Critical	National	Information	Infrastructure
• Existing	documentation,	standards,	policies,	and	guidelines	

to	professionally	classify	computer	systems	as Critical	
National	Information	System	aremissing	in	the	bill.	The	
President	and	the	Minister	should	not	be	the	people	
deciding	what	constitutes	a	Critical	National	
Information	System.

• It	will	be	impossible	to	implement	the	“Audit”	and	
inspection	of	critical	national	information	infrastructure	if	
standards,	guidelines,	and	policies	are	not	available	to	
require	each	system	to	log	every	user	and	system	activity.	
Computer	systems	cannot	be	adequately	audited	if	they	
are	not	designed	and	implemented	to	log	every	user	and	
system	activity.	

• Part	I,	Section	I	– Preliminary
• Define	each	key	term	or	phrase	used	in	the	bill.	Example;	

Privacy,	Authorized	Persons,		Terms,	and	Conditions,	Such	
Conditions,	reasonable	grounds,	reasonably	required

• Part	II,	Section	2,	subsection	(1)	- Designation	of	
Critical	National	Information	Infrastructure
• Use	an	independent	expert	body	to	develop,	and	establish	

standards,	policies	and	guidelines	for	what	constitutes	a	
“Critical	National	Information	Infrastructure.”

• Part	II,	Section	3	- Audit	and	inspection	of	Critical	
National	Information	Infrastructure
• Develop	standards,	policies,	and	guidelines	that	are	

followed	by	all	vendors,	suppliers,	MDAs,	organizations,	
businesses,	Etc.	that	are	in	the	business	of	implementing	
critical	information	systems	to	ensure	all	systems	are	
secured	by	default	and	all	system	and	user	activities	are	
logged	to	facilitate	accurate	and	efficient	information	
systems	audits.

Executive	Summary		Part	I	– Preliminary	&	Part	II	– Critical	
National	Information	Infrastructure
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• Part	III	– Powers	And	Procedures
• There	are	no	existing	data	protection	and	privacy	laws	to	

guide	police	officers	and	other	authorized	persons	to	
protect	data	collected	during	investigations.	The	privacy	of	
the	accused	persons'	may	be	arbitrarily	violated

• The	bill	will	allow	any	police	officer	or	authorized	person	
without	adequate	training	or	qualification	in	cybercrimes	
to	apply	to	the	High	Court	judge	for	a	warrant.

• Digital	evidence	will	be	accessed	on-site	by	police	officers	
who	are	not	trained	and	qualified	digital	forensic	experts	
without	following	an	established	chain	of	custody	
procedure

• Evidence	may	not	be	assigned	to	a	digital	forensics	expert	
to	analyze	and	report	findings.

• The	judges'	standards	to	validate	that	the	police	officer	is	
qualified	to	investigate	a	cybercrime	are	missing.

• Electronic	evidence	collected	during	investigations	may	not	
be	handled	professionally	due	to	a	lack	of	existing	
standards	and	training.

• Data	protection	and	privacy	may	not	be	respected	when	a	
search	is	extended	to	related	systems.

• Part	III	– Powers	And	Procedures
• Develop	and	enact	strong	data	protection	and	privacy	

laws	to	ensure	standards	are	followed	when	data	is	
collected	during	investigations.

• Create	standards,	policies,	and	guidelines	that	are	followed	
by	all	investigating	officers	involved	in	evidence	collection,	
processing,	and	storage

• Change	the	phrase	“police	officer”	to	“enforcement	
officers	trained	and	experienced	in	investigating	
cybercrimes”	with	renewable	cyber	crimes	related	
credentials	to	investigate	and	prosecute cybercrimes

• Add	provisions	in	the	bill	to	ensure	digital	evidence	are	
assigned	to	a	digital	forensics	expert	to	analyze	and	report	
findings	and	make	provision	for	dismissal	of	tampered	
evidence

• Stipulate	in	data	privacy	and	protection	regulations,	a	Data	
Minimization	requirement	for	service	providers	who	
collect	and	store	user	data,	as	in	the	EU’s	GDPR.

• If	data	privacy	and	protection	regulations	cannot	be	
enacted	before	the	Cybercrime	bill	is	passed,	ensure	there	
is	a	separate	section	or	clause	that	stipulates	the	data	
minimization	requirement	and	make	it	apply	to	all	entities	
that	will	collect	and/or	store	user	data.

Executive	Summary	- Part	III	– Powers	And	Procedures
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• Part	III	– Powers	And	Procedures
• Forcing	an	accused	person	to	render	any	information	to	

aid	an	investigation	without	his/her	lawyer's	presence	
may	violate	their	rights.

• Data	intended	for	evidence	may	not	be	securely	accessed	
or	copied	to	preserve	the	data	integrity	due	to	the	lack	of	
standards,	policies,	procedures,	and	training

• Not	all	information	described	in	the	bill	may	be	relevant	to	
investigating	cybercrimes.	MDAs,	businesses,	and	
organizations	will	be	allowed	to	violate	their	consumers'	
privacy	to	comply	with	some	of	the	bill's	provisions

• Part	III	– Powers	And	Procedures
• Add	provisions	in	the	bill	to	require	the	following	before	it’s	

implemented.	
• Develop	and	enact	policies,	procedures,	and	guidelines	

for:
• The	warrant	request	process
• The	process	to	collect	and	handle	evidence
• Chain	of	custody
• Device	collection
• Email	collection
• Storage	and	inventory
• Evidence	examination	process
• Evidence	analysis,	and
• Evidence	reporting

• Establish	a	Forensics	Lab	to	include
• Restricted	access
• Tools	including	hardware	and	software
• Personnel	Qualifications

Executive	Summary	- Part	III	– Powers	And	Procedures
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• Part	IV	– International	Cooperation
• The	Attorney-General	will	be	allowed	to	mutually	assist	

and	disclose	Sierra	Leone's	data	to	foreign	states	and	
international	agencies	without	regard	for	international	
treaties	and	relationships,	human	rights	records,	data	
protection,	and	privacy	laws?	

• Sierra	Leone	will	be	allowed	to	provide	information	to	
foreign	states	and	agencies	without	a	mutual	assistance	
treaty	or	arrangement	in	place.

• Sierra	Leone	or	a	foreign	state	or	agency	may	request	the	
expeditious	preservation	of	data	stored	for	mutual	
assistance,	search,	access,	seizure,	and	security	or	
disclosure	of	the	data	without	following	due	process.	As	a	
result,	the	GoSL	or	foreign	states	may	gain	access	to	
protected	data	that	will	violate	citizens'	privacy.

• An	exception	is	made	for	political	offences	or	offences	
related	to	political	offences

• Part	IV,	Section	13,	subsection	(1)		- Spontaneous	
information
• Change	the	text	to	the	following;

• “	The	Attorney-General	may,	subject	to	this	Act,	the	
data	protection	and	privacy	laws,	and	with	a	prior	
request,	forward	to	a	foreign	state,	information	
obtained	under	this	Act,	where	he considers	that	the	
disclosure	of	such	information	may-”

• Part	IV,	Section	13,	subsection	(1)		- Spontaneous	
information
• Change	the	text	to	the	following;

• “The	Attorney-General	may	only	cooperate	with	a	
foreign	state	or	international	agency	that	Sierra	
Leone	has	a		mutual	assistance	treaty	or	
arrangement	in	force	for	the	purpose	of	–”

• Part	IV,	Section	19,	subsection	(2)(a)		- Expedited	
disclosure	of	preserved	traffic	data
• Remove	Part	IV,	Section	19,	subsection	(2)(a).
• It	is	unfair	to	make	exceptions	for	political	offence	or	an	

offence	related	to	a	political	offence

Executive	Summary	- Part	IV	– International	Cooperation
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• Part	IV	– International	Cooperation
• Foreign	states	can	request	Sierra	Leone	to	keep	

confidential	the	facts	of	any	requests	for	mutual	assistance.	
However,	there	is	no	joint	statement	for	Sierra	Leone	to	
ask	the	foreign	state	to	keep	secret	the	facts	of	any	
requests	for	mutual	assistance	from	Sierra	Leone.

• “all	appropriate	measures”	and	“preserve	the	specified	
data	in	accordance	with	the	procedures”	may	be	
misinterpreted	very	easily.

• A	foreign	state	may	request	the	search,	access,	security	or	
disclosure	of	data	stored	by	means	of	a	computer	system	
located	within	Sierra	Leone,	including	data	that	has	been	
preserved	under	section	18	with	first	obtaining	a	valid	
warrant	to	extend	its	investigations	overseas.	This	will	
open	the	door	for	rogue	state	actors	to	misuse	the	system.	

• Part	IV	– International	Cooperation
• Add	a	provision	to	ensure	that	Sierra	Leone	can	request	

foreign	states	and	international	agencies	to	keep	
confidential	the	facts	of	any	requests	for	mutual	assistance	
from	Sierra	Leone.

• Clearly	define	the	meaning	of	“all	appropriate	measures”	
and	“preserve	the	specified	data	in	accordance	with	the	
procedures”	in	the	bill	to	ensure	it	cannot	be	
misinterpreted.

• Part	IV,	section	20,	subsection	(2)	– Mutual	
assistance	regarding	accessing	of	stored	computer	
data
• Add	a	provision	to	require	the	foreign	state	or	

international	agency	to	prove	that	a	warrant	has	already	
been	obtained	to	extend	the	investigations	overseas.

• Add	procedures	and	standards	to	validate	the	authenticity	
of	request	from	foreign	states	and	international	agencies.

Executive	Summary	- Part	IV	– International	Cooperation
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• Part	V	– Offences
• The	fines	and	term	of	imprisonment	for	accused	persons	or	

organizations	convicted	would	be	dictated	by	the	Minister	of	
Information	and	Communications	- a	political	appointee	of	the	
Executive	Branch.		It	is	essential	to	ensure	that	the	law’s	
application	is	not	arbitrary	but	on	the	specifics predetermined	
without	bias.

• Exceptions	are	not	provided	for	so-called	“ethical”	hackers	
trained	to	detect	vulnerabilities	in	computer	systems	and	
networks.	

• Standards,	policies,	and	guidelines	to	mark	and	display	a	
message	on	critical	information	infrastructure	are	missing.

• Identity	theft,	cyberstalking	and	cyberbullying,		and	
impersonation	content	is	vague	and	open	to	multiple	
interpretations.

• Cybersquatting	offence	is	extended	to	international	domain	
names	for	which	no	MDA	or	corporate	entity	in	Sierra	Leone	
has	control.	This	will	open	the	door	for	foreign	governments	
and	corporations	to	sue	individuals	and	corporations	in	Sierra	
Leone	on	no	basis.

• Part	V	– Offences
• For	all	offences,	please	specify	the	imprisonment	period

and/or	fine	amount in	the	sections	to	ensure	the	Minister	and	
Judge	cannot	arbitrarily	change	it	favouring	anyone.	For	all	fines	
in	Part	V,	change	all	appearances	of	the	following	text.
• “commits	an	offence	and	is	liable	upon	conviction	to	such	fine	or	

term	of	imprisonment	as	the	Minister	may,	by	Regulation	made	
under	this	Act,	prescribe”	to	“commits	an	offence	and	is	liable	
upon	conviction	to	imprisonment	for	a	period	not	exceeding	
[PERIOD],	or	a	fine	not	exceeding	[AMOUNT],	or	both.”

• In	Part	III	– Offences	and	Penalties	of	the	Nigeria	“Cybercrimes	
(Prohibition,	prevention,	ECT)	Act,	2015”	you	will	see	an	
excellent	example	of	how	it	is	done	to	avoid	favoritism.	

• You	can	also	see	examples	in PART	II	- Offences	,	Section	4,	
subsection	(1)	of	the	HIPCAR	Model	Policy	Guidelines	and	
Legislative	Text

• Make	conditional	exceptions	for	so-called	“ethical”	hackers	who	
are	trained	to	detect	vulnerabilities	in	computer	systems	and	
networks.

• Add	“for	the	purpose	of	causing	annoyance,	inconvenience,	
danger,	obstruction,	insult,	injury,	criminal	intimidation,	enmity,	
hatred,	ill	will	or	needless	anxiety	to	another	or	causes	such	a	
message	to	be	sent,”	to	subparagraph	(a)	of	Section	35,	
subsection	(2),

Executive	Summary	- Part	V	– Offences
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• Part	V	– Offences
• There	are	provisions	in	the	online	child	sexual	abuse	

offences	that	will	allow	child	pornography	to	be	used	for	
bona	fide	scientific	or	medical	research	or	law	
enforcement	without	consent	and	regard	for	privacy.

• The	bill	adds	a	second	layer	of	registration	for	internet	
cafes.	This	requirement	will	reduce	the	number	of	internet	
cafes	in	the	country	and,	therefore,	access	to	the	internet.	
Also,	it	will	add	extra	cost	for	café	owners	because	the	
majority	of our	internet	cafes	today	are	not	registered	as	
companies,	and	the	National	Telecommunications	
Commission	may	not	be	adequately	equipped	to	register	
these	cafes	quickly.

• It	may	be	impossible	to	implement	and	enforce	a	”breach	
of	confidence	by	service	providers”	due	to	the	lack	of	
existing	service	level	agreements	(SLA)	between	the	
service	providers	and	consumers	and	adequate	
enforcement	of	current	consumer	rights	laws.

• A	corporation	may	be	required	to	close	its	business	and	
forfeit	all	of its	assets	if	found	guilty.		Politicians	and	
competitors	can	misuse	these	provisions.

• Part	V,	section	38,	subsection	(3)	– Online	child	
sexual	abuse
• Change	to	

• “Notwithstanding	subsection	(1)	a	person	shall	not	be	
deemed	to	have	committed	an	offence	if	he	does	an	act	
intended	for	a	bona	fide	scientific	or	medical	research	or	
law	enforcement	and	followed	the	data	protection	and	
privacy	laws	of	Sierra	Leone”

• Remove	part	V,	section	40,	subsection	(1)b	or	add	provisions	to	
allow	sole	proprietor,	enterprises	and	partnership	businesses	to	
register	and	operate	a	cybercafe.

• Require	the	Ministry	of	Information	and	NATCOM	to	develop	
standards	that	will	require	service	providers	to	issue	service	
level	agreements	(SLA)	to	consumers	that	can	be	honored

• Part	V,	section	44,	subsection	(3)	– Reporting	cyber	
threats
• Change	to

• “Notwithstanding	subsection	(1),	where	a	body	corporate	
is	convicted	of	an	offence	under	this	Act,	the	Court	may	
order	that	the	body	corporate	shall	pay	a	fine	not	
exceeding	[AMOUNT],	or	imprisonment	for	a	period	not	
exceeding	[PERIOD],	or	both	”

Executive	Summary	- Part	V	– Offences
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• Part	VI	- Administration	And	Enforcement
• The	Minister	will	nominate	the	National	Cyber	Security	Coordinator,	

who	will	head	the	National	Cyber	Security	Incidence	Response	
Coordination	Center.		The	Minister	is	a	political	appointee	with	no	
cybersecurity	experience;	hiring	incompetent	individuals	to	lead	
that	team	could	affect	the	citizens	and	the	country's	national	
security.

• The	standards	to	determine	the	qualifications	for	the	Computer	
security	incident	response	team	(CSIRT)	are	not	stated	in	the	bill.

• Concerns	have	been	publicly	raised	by	the	Minister	of	Information	
and	communications	that	Sierra	Leone	does	not	have	Cybercrime	
legal	practitioners	at	the	moment.	Having	someone	else	leading	this	
effort	with	little	or	no	experience	in	Cybersecurity	(threat	and	
incident	response)	will	be	detrimental	to	the	success	of	this	bill's	
implementation.	It	might	negatively	impact	citizens	if	poor	
decisions	are	made	due	to	the	lack	of	expertise.

• The	fees	levied	on	the	service	provided	may	lead	to	price	hikes	and,	
as	a	result,	stifle	technology	innovation,	access	to	financial	services,	
affordable	communications,	and	internet	services.

• The	head	of	the	Financial	Intelligence	Unit	(FIU)	is	not	included	in	
the	National	Cybersecurity	Advisory	Council.	FIU	is	a	critical	player	
in	fighting	money	laundering	and	terrorism,	and	the	internet	is	used	
in	committing	these	crimes

• The	companies	or	institutions	managing	the	national	gateway	into	
and	out	of	sierra	leone	are	not	included	in	the	National	
Cybersecurity	Advisory	Council.

• Part	VI	- Administration	And	Enforcement
• Add	provisions	to	make	The	National	Cyber	Security	Coordinator	

tenured	like	that	of	the	Auditor-General	or	similar	agencies	upon	
parliament's	approval.

• Make	the	National	Cyber	Security	Coordinator	public	position	to	all	
and	be	strict	on	years	of	experience,	excluding	educational	
experience.	The	individual	should	have	worked	as	a	Cybersecurity	
expert	for	at	least	ten	years	and	have	worked	in	incident	response	
threat	and	computer	forensic.	They	have	to understand	compliance	
and	must	have	a	strong	policy	background	in	Cybersecurity.

• Consult	other	countries	with	reputable	CSIRT	institutions	(other	
African	countries,	like	Nigeria,	South	Africa,	Rwanda,	Etc.).

• Ensure	that	the	CSIRT	institution	is	unique	and	has	the	right	
individuals	for	each	role.	Remember,	there	will	be	lives	of	innocent	
citizens	involved,	and	every	wrong	decision	made	will	impact	an	
individual	wrongfully	found	guilty.

• Principles	of	scientific	interpretation	increase	the	reliability	and	
defensibility	of	decisions	throughout	an	investigation,	not	only	in	
the	final	expert	testimony	phase.		Such	formalization	of	decision	
making	is	particularly	valuable	when	dealing	with	digital	evidence	
due	to	the	potential	for	information	overload,	inaccuracy,	error,	and	
bias.	To	confront	these	challenges	consistently	and	to	reduce	the	
risk	of	mistakes,	it	is	vital	to	have	qualified	experts	investigating	
these	cases.

• Add	the	head	of	FIU	and	those	of	the	companies	or	institutions	
managing	our	national	internet/communications	gateway.	They	
have	the	tools	to	see	the	threats	coming	into	Sierra	Leone	and	going	
out	of	Sierra	Leone.

Executive	Summary	- Part	VI	- Administration	And	Enforcement
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• Part	VII	- Miscellaneous	Provisions
• There	are	no	related	cybersecurity	bills	or	laws	

referenced	in	the	bill.	
• A	standalone	Cyber	Crime	bill	without	related	laws	for	

Data	Protection	and	Privacy	can	leave	loopholes	for	
violating	human	rights,	privacy,	and	data	integrity.

• Part	VII	- Miscellaneous	Provisions
• Provide	a	reasonable	and	timely	timeline	for	a	Data	

Protection	and	Privacy	bill.
• Develop	a	"Search	and	Seizure	of	Digital	Evidence"	plan,	

law,	or	policy	and	guidelines.	

Executive	Summary	- Part	VII	– Miscellaneous	Provisions
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Finding	and	Sections

Part II, Section 2, subsection (1) -
Designation of Critical National Information 
Infrastructure

● No prior documentation, standards, policies 
or guidelines identifying or defining “Critical 
National Information System” 

● It is best practice to define Critical Systems 
prior to enacting a Cyber Crime Act to 
ensure the right systems are included.

***
Part II, Section 3 - Audit and inspection of 
Critical National Information Infrastructure

● Computer systems cannot be audited 
properly if they are not designed and 
implemented using standards that require 
them to log every user and system activity.

● Potential abuse of power; it should not be 
arbitrary.

***

● This is important because computer 
systems need to be secured. The goal is to 
prevent the cybercriminal from gaining 
unauthorized access. If they manage to 
gain access, the activity logs will provide 
insights to investigate the crime.

● Clearly define “Critical National Information 
Infrastructure”.

● Use an independent expert body to develop 
and establish standards for what constitutes 
a “Critical National Information 
Infrastructure”. 

● Need renewable credential system. We 
recommend three years.

***

● Create standards, policies, and guidelines 
that are followed by all vendors 
implementing critical information systems to 
ensure all system activities are logged to 
facilitate audits.

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	II
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Finding	and	Sections

Part III, Section 5, subsection (3) (a) & (b) -
Search and seizure of stored computer data
● No legal procedures for search and seizure
● Digital evidence should not be accessed on 

site. After the search and seizure process, a 
chain of custody should be established until 
the evidence is assigned to a digital forensics 
expert to analyze and report his/her findings

***
Part III, Section 7, subsection (2) (b) & (c) –
Production order
● Violation of consumers privacy. No data 

protection in place. Not all information 
described in this section may be relevant to a 
case.

● Electronic evidence should be relevant to the 
case, which cannot be defined until there is a 
case. During the warrant request, an 
investigator can request what is needed and 
the relevancy to the case. 

● Without a clear definition of current best 
practices and defining practical evidence 
processing steps, targeted solutions to 
problems and weaknesses are impossible.

***

● It violates the rights of individuals to be free 
from unwarranted searches and seizures in 
their private spaces.

● Create standards, policies, and guidelines 
followed by all vendors implementing critical 
information systems to ensure all system 
activities are logged to facilitate audits.

***

● Identify key challenges to privacy and outline 
the legal and technical protections available to 
the public.

● Create and enact strong data protection and 
privacy laws and reference them in this 
section

● Mandate security awareness training for all 
companies dealing with electronic devices 
connected to critical system

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	III	(1/9)
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Finding	and	Sections
Part III, Section 5, subsection (1) - Search and 
seizure of stored computer data
● Any police officer or authorized person 

without adequate training or qualification in 
cybercrimes can apply to a judge of the High 
Court.

● The qualifications of the "authorized person" 
is not defined

● Reasonable grounds is not defined
● No clear description or qualification and 

authority
● 'reasonably required' is not defined
● The standards to be used by the judge to 

validate that the police officer is qualified to 
investigate such crime

***
Part III, Sections (4) Scope of powers and 
procedures, (5) Search and seizure of stored 
computer data, (6) Record of and access to 
seized data and (7) Production order
● No assurance is given to the public that 

electronic evidence will be handled with due 
process and by a professional.

● Data protection and privacy may not be 
respected when a search is extended to 
related systems

● A loophole for abuse of authority

● An unqualified police officer can mishandle 
evidence and violate citizens human rights 
and privacy and any person or organizations 
associated with the person being investigated.

● The "authorized person" can be anyone who  
may or may not qualify and, if not qualified, 
can mishandle evidence

● Cybercrimes are investigated by specialized 
law enforcement officers that are qualified in 
investigating cybercrimes, and they undergo 
regular training and certification

***

● Sierra Leone does not have data protection 
and privacy laws in place today. As a result, 
investigators and service providers can easily 
use this bill to violate the privacy of citizens

● Develop supporting standards, policies, 
procedures, and guidelines for recruiting and 
training law enforcement officers responsible 
for investigating cybercrimes.

● Develop supporting standards, policies, 
procedures, and guidelines for digital 
evidence processes based on industry 
standards and best practices.

● Change the phrase “police officer” to “trained 
and qualified law enforcement officer” with 
renewable credentials to investigate and 
prosecute cybercrimes.

***

● Define protocols for digital evidence

● Address data data protection and privacy 
concerns and follow established standards for 
ensuring privacy during investigation

● Make provision for dismissal of tampered 
evidence

● Define Chain of Custody

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	III	(2/9)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part III, Section 5, subsection (1) - Search and 
seizure of stored computer data.
● The term “Police Officer” is used. A police 

officer may not be qualified to handle 
electronic evidence.

● In most cases, professionalism is not being 
used when there is an investigation. 
Sometimes, it ends up worse than pre-
investigation of the said Cyber Crime. There 
should be special task force to investigate and 
make an arrest for such crimes. These 
officers should be familiar with Cyber and the 
policies, standards and guidelines involved in 
this area. Not every police officer should 
handle such cases.

***
Part III, Section 8, subsection (5),c – Expedited 
preservation and partial disclosure of traffic 
data.
● Forcing an accused to render any information 

to aid an investigation without his/her lawyer's 
presence is a violation of their rights.

● The usage of "Police Officer" may lead to 
improper handling of evidence during a 
search and seizure.

***

● Change “police officer” to “law enforcement 
officer” with credentials to investigate 
cybercrimes

● Replace “Police Officer” with “Investigating 
Officer” An Investigating Officer must be 
qualified.

***

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	III	(3/9)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part III,  Section 5, subsection (4) - Search and 
seizure of stored computer data.
● How does this authorized personnel extend 

search across borders? Assume the other 
computer system is in the USA or other EU 
countries with different computer or cyber 
policy specific to that nation.

***
Part III,  Section 6, subsection (4) - Record of 
and access to seized data.
● Data intended to be used as evidence must 

be securely accessed or copied to preserve 
the integrity of the data. 

***
Part III,  Section 7, subsection (1) - Record of 
and access to seized data.
● From a data or Cyber-related point of view, 

whoever is requesting a service provider 
outside of Sierra Leone to provide service to 
an institution in Sierra Leone must be 
knowledgeable on the other country's data 
governance laws. Not sure if a Sierra Leone 
Judge can order a request like that.
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Finding	and	Sections

Part III, Section 5, subsection (7) - Search and 
seizure of stored computer data.

● ‘Misuse of powers’ is not defined

***
Part III, Section 5, subsection (8) - Search and 
seizure of stored computer data.

● Vague and arbitrary
● Why is it the Minister that should prescribe 

punishment? 

***
Part III, Section 7, subsection (2) – Production 
order

● No data protection policy or legislation in 
place to protect the privacy and rights of 
individuals. 

● For example, billing and payment information 
may not need to be disclosed for certain 
investigations.

● See also subsection 6, subparagraph (f); 
section 5, subsection (5); and section 6, 
subsection (2), subparagraph (b). 

● If service providers are forced to hand over 
subscriber data, they may release more data 
to investigators than necessary for the case in 
question if they have collected and stored the 
information in such a way that does not allow 
them to reveal only the required data items 
selectively. This would infringe on individuals' 
privacy, putting potentially confidential 
information at risk of disclosure to 
unauthorised parties.

● The process and requirement to obtain and 
use data as evidence should be defined in the 
context of data privacy and rights of the 
individual.

● Stipulate in data privacy and protection 
regulations a Data Minimization requirement 
for service providers who collect and store 
user data, as in the EU’s GDPR. 

● If data privacy and protection regulations 
cannot be enacted before the Cybercrime bill 
is passed, ensure there is a separate section 
or clause that stipulates the data minimization 
requirement and make it apply to all entities 
that will collect and/or store user data.

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	III	(5/9)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part III, Section 8, subsection (2) - Expedited 
preservation and partial disclosure of traffic 
data.

***
Part III, Section 10, subsection (1) -
Interception of content data.

● Too broad, therefore potential for abuse of 
powers, especially as smartphones are 
classed as computer systems and data 
privacy laws do not exist - To “collect or 
record content data of ... transmission,” could 
easily be repressively abused

● This effectively allows service providers and 
the government to snoop on users’ 
communications.  It could easily be 
repressively abused.

***
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Finding	and	Sections

Part III, Section 8, subsection (1) – Expedited 
preservation and partial disclosure of traffic 
data.
● You cannot acquire evidence for criminal 

investigation and stated such risk on the data. 
In digital evidence processing, the most 
critical effort is to ensure that the evidence is 
not tampered with, modified, lost or rendered 
inaccessible in any form. 

***
Part III, Section 8, subsection (5) – Expedited 
preservation and partial disclosure of traffic 
data.
● We found this to be vague. We assumed this 

section refers to "an authorised" person 
attempting to collect evidence or who can 
request police assistance?

● The word "mutual" is also vague and without 
clear definitions of who or what "mutual 
assistance" refers to leaves room for 
discretion, improper evidence process and a 
violation of privacy and human rights.

● If they ignore proper forensics practice to 
process electronic evidence and continue as 
described, they risk destroying vital evidence 
or having evidence inadmissible in a court of 
law. 

● The lack of laws to mandate regulatory 
compliance and liability if specific data are not 
adequately protected could cause severe 
legal ramifications. 

● Adding the aptitude to practice sound digital 
forensics will ensure the overall integrity of 
evidence presented in court.

● A good understanding of the legal and 
technical aspects will help capture vital 
information to prosecute a case if the intruder 
is caught.

● Develop Data Protection and Privacy 
Acts. 

● Create policies, procedures and 
guidelines for:

○ Investigation request process
○ Collecting and handling evidence
○ Chain of custody
○ Device collection
○ Email collection
○ Storage and inventory
○ Evidence examination process
○ Evidence analysis, and
○ Evidence reporting

● Establish a Forensics Lab to include
○ Restricted access
○ Tools including hardware and software
○ Personnel Qualifications

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	III	(7/9)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part III, Section 9, subsection (3) - Real-time 
collection of traffic data

● No directives or laws to maintain privacy while 
collecting data in real-time during 
transmission.

● No mechanisms in place to be able to decrypt 
and encrypted data being transmitted?

***

Part III, Section 10, subsection (1)  -
Interception of content data

● The government or anyone should not be 
snooping on any citizen's data without their 
consent. This is a violation of one's privacy. 
Also, no clear definition of "serious offence" in 
this case?
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Finding	and	Sections

Part III, Section 10, subsection (3) (a) (b) -
Interception of content data
● It is possible that the owner of the computer 

system is not the one committing the crime (or 
know nothing about a crime being committed 
with his/her computer system)—no clear 
guide on how the privacy of the owner of the 
computer system will be protected.
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Finding	and	Sections

Part IV, Section 13, subsection (1) -
Spontaneous information

● This section is very open and has the 
potential for misuse. The Attorney-General 
will have too much power to disclose 
information to foreign states

● In the absence of standalone data protection 
and privacy law and clear definition of “Such 
condition”, the Attorney-General may be using 
their judgement to determine what is 
confidential and that is an area of concern for 
the misuse of power

***

Part IV, Section 14, subsection (1) - Powers of 
the Attorney-General

● Any foreign state or international agency may 
not be an appropriate language. What about 
foreign states and international agencies with 
which Sierra Leone has no international 
relationships and does not follow appropriate 
international human rights, data protection, 
and privacy laws?

● The information may have been obtained 
illegally without consent. The Attorney-
General is not a cybercrime expert and may 
not have the required skills, tools and ability to 
prove that (1) the foreign state requesting the 
information had followed the laws of its state 
and international laws (2) That prescribed 
standards and processes were followed when 
the information was obtained in Sierra Leone.

● Recommendation for Part IV, Section 13, 
subsection 1 

Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	IV	(1/4)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part IV, Section 15, subsection (2)a & b -
Authority to make and act on mutual 
assistance requests
● “terms and conditions” and “such conditions” 

are not clearly defined anywhere. What are 
these terms and conditions? What existing 
standards, policies or guidelines will be 
followed to guide what is included or excluded 
in the terms and conditions stated here.

***
Part IV, Section 15, subsection (6) - Authority 
to make and act on mutual assistance 
requests
● Foreign states can request Sierra Leone to 

keep confidential the facts of any requests for 
mutual assistance. However, there is no 
reciprocal statement for Sierra Leone to ask 
the foreign state to be confidential
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Finding	and	Sections

Part IV, Section 17 - Confidentiality and 
limitation of use
1. Sierra Leone will be allowed to provide 

information that may include PII to foreign 
states and agencies without a mutual 
assistance treaty or arrangement. 

***
Part IV, Section 18, subsection (1) - Expedited 
preservation of stored computer data
1. Sierra Leone or a foreign state or agency may 

request the expeditious preservation of data 
stored for mutual assistance, search, access, 
seizure and security or disclosure of the data 
without following due process. This will make 
it possible for the GoSL or foreign states to 
access data that is private and open it to 
misuse.

***
Part IV, Section 18, subsection (3) - Expedited 
preservation of stored computer data
1. “all appropriate measures” and “preserve the 

specified data in accordance with the 
procedures” may be misinterpreted very 
easily. What is considered appropriate 
measures according to this bill? The 
procedures to properly preserve data is not 
specified or referenced in this bill.
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Finding	and	Sections

Part IV, Section 19, subsection (2)a -
Expedited disclosure of preserved traffic data
● An exception is made for political offence or 

offences related to a political offence

***
Part IV, Section 20, subsection (1) - Mutual 
assistance regarding accessing of stored 
computer data
● We were unable to find statements related to 

data protection and privacy laws to be 
followed

***
Part IV, Section 21, subsection (1)  - Trans-
border access to stored computer data

***
Part IV, Section 22, subsection (1)  - Mutual 
assistance in real time collection of traffic data

***
Part IV, Section 23, subsection (1)  - Mutual 
assistance regarding interception of content 
data
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Finding	and	Sections

Part V, Section 25, subsection (1) 
Unauthorised access.
● Vague and concentrated power given to the 

Minister and Judges.
● Too arbitrary to leave sentencing decisions to 

the Minister and Judges.

● A Minister is a member of the Executive 
Branch and a Cabinet Member that can be 
replaced at any time by the President. They 
may not be a disinterested party for want of 
favor

● This will open a wide door for unfair 
adjudication of matters

● Specify the imprisonment period and/or the 
penalty amount in the section to ensure the 
Minister and Judge cannot arbitrarily change 
it favouring their friends and family. In Part III 
– Offences and Penalties of the Nigeria 
"Cybercrimes (Prohibition, prevention, ECT) 
Act, 2015", you will see an excellent example 
of how it's done to avoid favouritism or 
misuse of power. You can also see examples 
at  PART II - Offences , Section 4, 
subsection (1) of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text

● Change the text in Part V, Section 25, 
subsection (1) Unauthorised access to the 
following; “A person, including a corporation, 
partnership, or association, who intentionally 
and without authorisation causes a computer 
system to perform a function with intent to 
secure access to the whole or a part of a 
computer system or to enable such access to 
be secured, commits an offence and is liable 
upon conviction to imprisonment for a period 
not exceeding [period], or a fine not 
exceeding [amount], or both.”

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	V	(1/6)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part V, Section 26, subsection (1) 
Unauthorised access to protected system.

Part V, Section 27, subsection (1) -
Unauthorised data interception.

Part V, Section 28, subsection (a) -
Unauthorised data interference.

Part V, Section 29 subsection - Unauthorised 
system interference.

Part V, Section 30 subsection 1 - Misuse of 
device.

● It is important to make sure that application of 
the law is not arbitrary but on the specifics
predetermined without bias.

● It does not take into account trained security 
professionals who may have to conduct 
security audits on systems (so-called “ethical 
hackers.” This may make it difficult for them to 
carry out their duties.

● Specify the imprisonment period and/or 
the penalty amount in the section to 
ensure the Minister and Judge cannot 
arbitrarily change it favouring their friends 
and family. In Part III – Offences and 
Penalties of the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 2015", 
you will see an excellent example of how 
it's done to avoid favouritism or misuse of 
power. You can also see examples at  
PART II - Offences , Section 4, subsection 
(1) of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text

● Make exceptions for so-called “ethical” 
hackers who are trained to detect 
vulnerabilities in computer systems and 
networks. For example, see Section 30, 
subsection (2).

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	V	(2/6)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part V, Section 31 subsection – Unauthorised 
disclosure of password.

Part V, Section 32 subsection (1) – Computer-
related forgery.

Part V, Section 32 subsection – Computer 
fraud.

● It is important to make sure that application of 
the law is not arbitrary, but on the specifics 
predetermined without bias.

● The reference of data in context needs some 
clarification. 

● Specify the imprisonment period and/or 
the penalty amount in the section to 
ensure the Minister and Judge cannot 
arbitrarily change it favouring their friends 
and family. In Part III – Offences and 
Penalties of the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 2015", 
you will see an excellent example of how 
it's done to avoid favouritism or misuse of 
power. You can also see examples at  
PART II - Offences , Section 4, subsection 
(1) of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text

● Basic Computer Awareness training is 
needed

● This goes back to the responsibilities of the 
institutions. Do they have Security 
Awareness Trainings in place to educate 
their users on computer usage, etc.?

● If such happens, who will be responsible for 
the alteration of the data in question? What 
is the institution doing to prevent the 
occurrences of data alteration?

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	V	(3/6)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part V, Section 33 subsection (1)– Identity 
theft and impersonation.

Part V, Section 34 subsection (1) – Electronic 
signature.

Part V, Section 35 subsection  (1)– Cyber 
stalking and cyber bullying.

Part V, Section 36 subsection – Cyber 
Squatting.

Part V, Section 37 subsection – Infringements 
of copyright and related rights.

Part V, Section 38 subsection – Online child 
sexual abuse.

● It is important to make sure that application of the 
law is not arbitrary but on the specifics
predetermined without bias.

● Could easily be abused

● “Ought to know” too ambiguous 

● Specify the imprisonment period and/or 
the penalty amount in the section to 
ensure the Minister and Judge cannot 
arbitrarily change it favouring their friends 
and family. In Part III – Offences and 
Penalties of the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 2015", 
you will see an excellent example of how 
it's done to avoid favouritism or misuse of 
power. You can also see examples at  
PART II - Offences , Section 4, subsection 
(1) of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text

● Add “for the purpose of causing annoyance, 
inconvenience, danger, obstruction, insult, 
injury, criminal intimidation, enmity, hatred, 
ill will or needless anxiety to another or 
causes such a message to be sent,” to 
subparagraph (a) of Section 35, subsection 
(2),

● Clear definition of “ought to know” needs to 
be noted

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	V	(4/6)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part V, Section 39 subsection (1) – Attempting 
and aiding or abetting.

Part V, Section 40 subsection (1), B –
Registration of Cybercafes.

Part V, Section 41 subsection – Cyber 
terrorism.

Part V, Section 42 subsection – Racist and 
xenophobic offences.

Part V, Section 43 subsection – Reporting 
cyber threats.

Part V, Section 44 subsection – Breach of 
confidence by service providers.
1. 

● It is important to make sure that application of 
the law is not arbitrary, but on the specifics 
predetermined without bias.

● Specify the imprisonment period and/or 
the penalty amount in the section to 
ensure the Minister and Judge cannot 
arbitrarily change it favouring their 
friends and family. In Part III – Offences 
and Penalties of the Nigeria 
"Cybercrimes (Prohibition, prevention, 
ECT) Act, 2015", you will see an 
excellent example of how it's done to 
avoid favouritism or misuse of power. 
You can also see examples at  PART II -
Offences , Section 4, subsection (1) of 
the HIPCAR Model Policy Guidelines 
and Legislative Text

● A fine must be defined.
● Share the burden with purchaser

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	V	(5/6)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part V, Section 41 subsection – Cyber 
terrorism.

Part V, Section 42 subsection – Racist and 
xenophobic offences.

Part V, Section 43 subsection – Reporting 
cyber threats.

Part V, Section 44 subsection – Breach of 
confidence by service providers.

Part V, Section 45 subsection – Employees
responsibility.

Part V, Section 46 subsection (2) – Corporate 
liability.

● It is important to make sure that application of 
the law is not arbitrary but on the specifics, 
predetermined without bias.

● Specify the imprisonment period and/or 
the penalty amount in the section to 
ensure the Minister and Judge cannot 
arbitrarily change it favouring their friends 
and family. In Part III – Offences and 
Penalties of the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 2015", 
you will see an excellent example of how 
it's done to avoid favouritism or misuse of 
power. You can also see examples at  
PART II - Offences , Section 4, subsection 
(1) of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	V	(6/6)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part VI, Section 47 subsection (1) & (2) –
Corporate liability.

● There is a concern that the head of this 
position is based on an appointment by the 
Minister. 

● There is already concern that SL does not 
have Cybercrime legal practitioners. Having 
someone else leading this effort with little or 
no experience in Cybersecurity (threat and 
incident response) will be detrimental to this 
bill's implementation and might negatively 
impact citizens if poor decisions are made 
due to the lack of expertise. 

● The CSIRT head is unlike being a head of IT. 
This individual should have some good years 
of cybersecurity experience, no criminal 
record (corruption included). Otherwise, there 
could be bias in investigating and solving 
sensitive issues that pertain to specific people 
or persons in question of an incident. The 
motivation will be different if the person in 
charge is acting independently, based on their 
expertise and integrity. Rather than through 
connection.

● If for any reason, an incompetent individual is 
serving as the head in this position, that 
individual could make poor decisions. And 
those decisions could affect innocent citizens

● Make the position public to all and be strict on 
years of experience, excluding educational 
experience. The individual should have 
worked as a Cybersecurity expert for at least 
ten years and have worked in incident 
response and threat, computer forensic, Etc. 
They have to understand compliance and 
have a strong policy background in 
Cybersecurity

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	VI	(1/3)
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Finding	and	Sections

Part VI, Section 47, subsection (2) a to f 
– Corporate liability.

● Does the government have a 
cybercrime team?

● What are the minimum experience 
requirement for a SL CSIRT personnel?

● Principles of scientific interpretation 
increase the reliability and 
defensibility of decisions throughout 
an investigation, not only in the final 
expert testimony phase. Such 
formalization of decision making is 
particularly valuable when dealing 
with digital evidence due to the 
potential for information overload, 
inaccuracy, error and bias. To 
confront these challenges 
consistently and to reduce the risk of 
mistakes, it is important to have 
qualified experts investigating these 
cases.

● Consult other countries with reputable 
CSIRT institutions (other African 
countries, like Nigeria, South Africa, 
Rwanda, Etc.)

● Ensure that this institution is unique and 
have the right individuals for each area. 
Remember, there will be lives of 
innocent citizens involved, and every 
wrong decision made will impact an 
individual found guilty wrongfully.

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	VI	(2/3)
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Part VI, Section 49, subsection (1) d –
Functions and powers of Council

● I don’t see any area on the bill that 
states how often the bill will be reviewed 
or revisited; including periodic 
amendment by the National 
Cybersecurity Advisory Council 
Committee.

● This is not much of a finding, but rather 
a question. Will the promotion of the 
educational program, research, etc. be 
in collaboration with other institutions in 
the country.

● Anything computer and cyber related, 
changes everyday and it is best practice 
to revisit the bill periodically and make 
amendment where necessary

● Will there be a cybersecurity awareness 
month. Are there any established 
curriculum already for schools and 
institutions?

● Make room to update the bill 
periodically and establish version 
control on the bill.

● The bill should include teachings of 
computer and cybercrime, including 
data privacy, in early education to 
university level, and within businesses 
and government institutions.

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	VI	(3/3)
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Part VII, Section 51– as it considers 
necessary or expedient for giving effect to 
Regulation.

● There are no related cybersecurity bills 
or laws referenced in the bill. 

● A standalone Cyber Crime bill, without 
related laws for Data Protection and 
Privacy, can leave loopholes for 
violation of human rights, privacy and 
data integrity.

● Provide a reasonable and timely timeline 
for a Data Protection and Privacy bill. 

● Develop a "Search and Seizure of 
Digital Evidence" plan, law, or policy and 
guidelines. 

High	Level	Findings	and	recommendations	– Part	VII
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PART	II	- Critical	
National	Information	

Infrastructure
Sections	2	to	3
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Part	II-Critical	National	Information	Infrastructure
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2. Designation	of	certain	computer	systems	as	Critical	National	Information	Infrastructure.
3. Audit	and	inspection	of	Critical	National	Information	Infrastructure
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations

Part II, Section 2, subsection (1) -
Designation of Critical National 
Information Infrastructure
● No prior documentation, 

standards, policies or guidelines 
identifying or defining “Critical 
National Information System” 

● Potential for abuse of power; 
it should not be arbitrary.

● What constitutes a “Critical National 
Information Infrastructure” should be 
predefined.

● Use an independent expert body to 
develop and establish standards and 
policies for what constitutes a “Critical 
National Information Infrastructure.” 

● Need renewable personnel 
cybersecurity and clearance 
credentialing system. 

Part II, Section 3 - Audit and 
inspection of Critical National 
Information Infrastructure
● Computer systems cannot be 

audited properly if they are not 
designed and implemented using 
standards that require them to log 
every user and systems activity.

● This is important because 
computer systems need to 
be secured. The goal is to 
prevent the cybercriminal 
from gaining unauthorized 
access. If they manage to 
gain access, the activity logs 
will provide insights to 
investigate the crime

● Create standards, policies, and 
guidelines to be followed by all vendors 
implementing critical information 
systems to ensure all system activities 
are logged to facilitate audits.
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PART	III	- Powers	and	
Procedures

Sections	4	to	12
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Part	III:	Powers	and	Procedures
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4.Scope	of	powers	and	procedures.
5.Search	and	seizure	of	stored	computer	data.
6.Record	of	and	access	to	seized	data.
7.Production	order.
8.Expedited	preservation	and	partial	disclosure	of	traffic	data.
9.Real-time	collection	of	traffic	data.
10.Interception	of	content	data.
11.Confidentiality	and	limitation	of	liability.
12.Territorial	jurisdiction.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part III, Section 5, subsection (3) (a) & (b) 
- Search and seizure of stored computer 
data
● There are subjective legal issues on 

procedures for search and seizure.
● Digital evidence should not be accessed 

on-site. After the search and seizure 
process, a chain of custody should be 
established until the evidence is 
assigned to a digital forensics expert to 
analyze and report his/her findings. 

● Without a clear definition 
of current best practices 
outlining effective 
evidence processing, 
targeted solutions to 
problems and 
weaknesses are 
impossible.

● Create standards, policies, and 
guidelines that are followed by all 
investigating processes involved in 
evidence collection.

Part III, Section 7, subsection (2) (b) & (c) 
– Production order
● Violation of consumers privacy. No data 

protection in place. Not all information 
described in this section may be 
relevant to a case.

● Electronic evidence should be relevant 
to the case, which cannot be defined 
until there is a case. During the warrant 
request, an investigator can request 
what is needed and the relevance to the 
case. 

● It violates the rights of 
individuals to be free from 
unwarranted searches 
and seizures in their 
private spaces.

● Identify key challenges to privacy 
and outline the legal and technical 
protections available to the public.

● Create and enact strong data 
protection and privacy laws and 
reference them in this section.

● Mandate security awareness training 
for all companies dealing with 
electronic devices connected to 
critical systems.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it 
important Recommendations

Part III, Section 5, subsection (1) -
Search and seizure of stored computer 
data
● Any police officer or authorized 

person without adequate training 
or qualification in cybercrimes 
cannot apply for warrants.

● No clear description, qualification, 
and authority are defined for 
“Authorized person.” 

● ‘Reasonable grounds’ is not 
defined.

● A judge must validate police 
officers requesting warrants 
through outlined standards and 
procedures. 

● A loophole for abuse of 
authority

● An unqualified police officer 
can mishandle evidence and 
violate the privacy and human 
rights of the person being 
investigated and all other 
people or organizations 
connected to that person.

● An authorized person can be 
anyone who may or may not 
qualify, and if not qualified, can 
mishandle evidence.

● Cybercrimes are investigated 
by specialized law 
enforcement officers who are 
qualified to investigate 
cybercrimes and undergo 
regular training and 
certifications.

● Develop supporting standards, policies, 
procedures, and guidelines for recruiting 
and training law enforcement officers 
responsible for investigating cybercrimes.

● Develop supporting standards, policies, 
procedures, and guidelines for digital 
evidence processes based on industry 
standards and best practices.

● Change the phrase “police officer” to 
“trained and qualified law enforcement 
officer” with renewable credentials to 
investigate and prosecute cybercrimes.

Part III, Sections (4) Scope of powers 
and procedures, (5) Search and seizure 
of stored computer data, (6) Record of 
and access to seized data and (7) 
Production order
● No assurance is given to the public that 

electronic evidence will be handled 
with due process and by professionals.

● In the absence of data protection and 
privacy laws, search and seizure may 
be extended to systems that are not 
specified in the warrant.

● Sierra Leone does not have 
data protection and privacy 
laws in place today. As a result, 
investigators and service 
providers can easily use this bill 
to violate the privacy of citizens

● Define protocols for digital evidence 
collection and storage.

● Address data protection and privacy 
concerns and follow established standards 
for ensuring privacy during an investigation.

● Make provision for dismissal of tampered 
evidence.

● Define Chain of Custody.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part III, Section 5, subsection (1) -
Search and seizure of stored 
computer data.
● The term “Police Officer” is used; 

a police officer may not be 
qualified to handle electronic 
evidence.

● There should be special task 
forces to investigate and make an 
arrest for cyber-related crimes. 

● Unqualified "Police Officer" may 
lead to improper handling of 
evidence during a search and 
seizure.

● Change “police officer” to “law 
enforcement officer” with credentials to 
investigate cybercrimes.

Part III, Section 8, subsection (5),c 
– Expedited preservation and 
partial disclosure of traffic data.
● Forcing an accused to render any 

information to aid an investigation 
without the presence of his/her 
lawyer is a violation of their rights.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part III,  Section 6, subsection (4) 
- Record of and access to seized 
data.
● Data intended to be used as 

evidence must be securely 
accessed or copied to 
preserve the integrity of the 
data. See recommendations on Data Protection 

and Privacy laws.

Part III,  Section 7, subsection (1) 
- Record of and access to seized 
data.
● To collect evidence from a 

service provider whose data 
resides in another country, the 
investigating officer must 
understand the governance 
laws where the data is stored. 
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations

Part III, Section 5, subsection (7) - Search 
and seizure of stored computer data.
● Misuse of powers is not defined

●Should be defined in the context of data 
privacy and rights of the individual

Part III, Section 5, subsection (8) - Search 
and seizure of stored computer data.
● Vague and arbitrary
● Why is it the Minister that should prescribe 

punishment? 

Part III, Section 7, subsection (2) –
Production order
● No data protection policy or legislation in 

place to protect the privacy and rights of 
individuals. 

● For example, billing and payment 
information may not need to be disclosed 
for certain investigations.

● See also subsection 6, subparagraph (f); 
section 5, subsection (5); and section 6, 
subsection (2), subparagraph (b).
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations

Part III, Section 8, subsection (2) -
Expedited preservation and partial 
disclosure of traffic data.

Part III, Section 10, subsection (1) -
Interception of content data.
● Too broad; therefore, the potential for 

abuse of powers, especially as 
smartphones are classed as computer 
systems and data privacy laws do not 
exist - To “collect or record content 
data of ... transmission” could easily 
be repressively abused. 

● Could easily be repressively 
abused. 

Deliberately left blank

Referencenced in other slides
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part III, Section 8, subsection (1) –
Expedited preservation and partial 
disclosure of traffic data.
● You cannot acquire evidence for 

criminal investigation and stated such 
risk on the data. In digital evidence 
processing, the most critical effort is 
to ensure that the evidence is not 
tampered with, modified, lost or 
rendered inaccessible in any form. 

● If the forensics practice to 
properly process electronic 
evidence is ignored and 
continue as described, 
there is a risk of destroying 
vital evidence or having 
evidence inadmissible in a 
court of law. 

● The lack of laws to 
mandate regulatory 
compliance and liability if 
specific data are not 
adequately protected could 
cause severe legal 
ramifications. 

● Adding the aptitude to 
practice sound digital 
forensics will ensure the 
overall integrity of evidence 
presented in court. 

● A good understanding of 
the legal and technical 
aspects will help capture 
vital information to 
prosecute a case if the 
intruder is caught.

● Develop Data Protection and 
Privacy Acts. 

● Create policies, procedures and 
guidelines for:

○ Investigation request 
process

○ Collecting and handling 
evidence

○ Chain of custody
○ Device collection
○ Email collection
○ Storage and inventory
○ Evidence examination 

process
○ Evidence Analysis, and
○ Evidence reporting

● Establish a Forensics Lab to 
include

○ Restricted access
○ Tools including hardware 

and software
○ Personnel Qualifications

Part III, Section 8, subsection (5) –
Expedited preservation and partial 
disclosure of traffic data.
● I find this vague. I assumed this 

section refers to "an authorised" 
person attempting to collect an 
evidence; or who can request police 
assistance?

● The word "mutual" is also vague and 
without clear definitions of who or 
what "mutual assistance" refers to 
leaves room for discretion, improper 
evidence process and a violation of 
privacy and human rights. 
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part III, Section 9, subsection (3) - Real-
time collection of traffic data
● No directives or laws to maintain 

privacy while collecting data in real-
time during transmission.

● No mechanisms in place to be able to 
decrypt and encrypted data being 
transmitted?

Part III, Section 10, subsection (1)  -
Interception of content data
● The government or anyone should not 

be snooping on any citizen’s data 
without their consent. This is a 
violation of one’s privacy. Also, what is 
defined as a serious offence in this 
case? 
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part III, Section 10, subsection (3) 
(a) (b) - Interception of content 
data
● It is possible that the owner of the 

computer system is not the one 
committing the crime (or know 
anything about a crime being 
committed using his/her computer 
system)—no clear guide on how 
the privacy of the owner of the 
computer system will be 
protected.
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13. Spontaneous	information
14. Powers	of	the	Attorney-General
15. Authority	to	make	and	act	on	mutual	assistance	requests
16. Extradition
17. Confidentiality	and	limitation	of	use
18. Expedited	preservation	of	stored	computer	data
19. Expedited	disclosure	of	preserved	traffic	data
20. Mutual	assistance	regarding	accessing	of	stored	computer	data
21. Trans-border	access	to	stored	computer	data
22. Mutual	assistance	in	real	time	collection	of	traffic	data
23. Mutual	assistance	regarding	interception	of	content	data
24. Point	of	contact
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part IV, Section 13, subsection (1) -
Spontaneous information
● This section is very open and has 

the potential for misuse. The 
Attorney-General will have too 
much power to disclose 
information to foreign states

● In the absence of standalone data 
protection and privacy law and 
clear definition of “Such condition”, 
the Attorney-General may be using 
their judgement to determine what 
is confidential and that is an area 
of concern for the misuse of power

Part IV, Section 14, subsection (1) -
Powers of the Attorney-General
● Any foreign state or international 

agency may not be an appropriate 
language. What about foreign 
states and international agencies 
with which Sierra Leone has no 
international relationships and 
does not follow appropriate 
international human rights, data 
protection, and privacy laws? 

● The information may have been 
obtained illegally without 
consent. The Attorney-General 
is not a cybercrime expert and 
may not have the required 
skills, tools and the ability to 
prove that (1) the foreign state 
requesting the information must 
follow the laws of the state and 
international laws (2) Ensure 
that prescribed standards and 
processes were followed when 
the information was obtained in 
Sierra Leone.

● Recommendation for Part IV, 
Section 13, subsection 1 
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part IV, Section 15, subsection (2)a 
& b - Authority to make and act on 
mutual assistance requests
● “terms and conditions” and “such 

conditions” are not clearly defined 
anywhere. What are these terms 
and conditions? What existing 
standards, policies or guidelines 
will be followed to guide what is 
included or excluded in the terms 
and conditions stated here.

Part IV, Section 15, subsection (6) -
Authority to make and act on 
mutual assistance requests
● Foreign states can request Sierra 

Leone to keep confidential the 
facts of any requests for mutual 
assistance. However, there is no 
joint statement for Sierra Leone 
to ask the foreign state to be 
confidential.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part IV, Section 17 - Confidentiality and 
limitation of use
● Sierra Leone will be allowed to provide 

information that may include Personally 
Identifiable Information (PII) to foreign states 
and agencies without a mutual assistance 
treaty or arrangement. 

Part IV, Section 18, subsection (1) - Expedited 
preservation of stored computer data
● Sierra Leone or a foreign state or agency 

may request the expeditious preservation of 
data stored for mutual assistance, search, 
access, seizure and security or disclosure of 
the data without following due process. This 
will make it possible for the GoSL or foreign 
states to access private data and open it to 
misuse.

Part IV, Section 18, subsection (3) - Expedited 
preservation of stored computer data
● “all appropriate measures” and “preserve the 

specified data following the procedures” may 
be misinterpreted very easy. What is 
considered appropriate measures according 
to this bill? The procedures to properly 
preserve data is not specified or referenced 
in this bill.

Part IV, Section 19, subsection (2)a -
Expedited disclosure of preserved traffic data
● An exception is made for political offence or 

offences related to a political offence.

Page 24 and 25

● Confidentiality and limitation 
of use.

● Expedited preservation of 
stored computer data.

● Expedited disclosure of 
preserved traffic data.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations

Part IV, Section 20, subsection (1) -
Mutual assistance regarding accessing 
of stored computer data
● We were unable to find statements 

related to data protection and privacy 
laws to be followed
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations

Part IV, Section 21, subsection (1)  
- Trans-border access to stored 
computer data

Part IV, Section 22, subsection (1)  
- Mutual assistance in real time 
collection of traffic data

Part IV, Section 23, subsection (1)  
- Mutual assistance regarding 
interception of content data
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25. Unauthorised	access.
26. Unauthorised	access	to	protected	system.
27. Unauthorised	data	interception.
28. Unauthorised	data	interference.
29. Unauthorised	system	interference.
30. Misuse	of	device.
31. Computer-related	forgery.
32. Computer	fraud.
33. Identity	theft	and	impersonation.
34. Electronic	signature.
35. Cyber	stalking	and	cyber	bullying.
36. Cyber	Squatting.
37. Infringements	of	copyright	and	related	rights.

38.Online	child	sexual	abuse.
39.Attempting	and	aiding	or	abetting.
40.Registration	of	cybercafé.
41.Cyber	terrorism.
42.Racist	and	xenophobic	offences.
43.Reporting	of	cyber	threats.
44.Breach	of	confidence	by	service	providers.
45.Employees responsibility.
46.Corporate	liability.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part V, Section 25, subsection (1) 
Unauthorised access.
● Vague and concentrated power 

given to the Minister and Judges
● Too arbitrary to leave sentencing 

decisions to the Minister and 
Judges

● A Minister is a member of 
the Executive Branch and 
a Cabinet Member that 
can be replaced anytime 
by the  President. We 
cannot control how fair 
they will be

● This will open a wide door 
for favoritism

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or the penalty amount in the 
section to ensure the Minister and 
Judge cannot arbitrarily change it 
favouring their friends and family. In 
Part III – Offences and Penalties of 
the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 
2015", you will see an excellent 
example of how it's done to avoid 
favouritism or misuse of power. You 
can also see examples at  PART II -
Offences , Section 4, subsection (1) 
of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text

● Change the text in Part V, Section 
25, subsection (1) Unauthorised
access to the following; “A person, 
including a corporation, partnership, 
or association, who intentionally and 
without authorisation causes a 
computer system to perform a 
function with intent to secure access 
to the whole or a part of a computer 
system or to enable such access to 
be secured, commits an offence and 
is liable upon conviction to 
imprisonment for a period not 
exceeding [period], or a fine not 
exceeding [amount], or both.”Sierra	Leoneans	in	Technology	(SLinT)	|	https://slint.org	|	https://members.slint.org
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part V, Section 26, subsection (1) 
Unauthorised access to protected 
system.

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or the penalty amount in the 
section to ensure the Minister and 
Judge cannot arbitrarily change it 
favouring their friends and family. In 
Part III – Offences and Penalties of 
the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 
2015", you will see an excellent 
example of how it's done to avoid 
favouritism or misuse of power. You 
can also see examples at  PART II -
Offences , Section 4, subsection (1) 
of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part V, Section 27, subsection (1) -
Unauthorised data interception.

Part V, Section 28, subsection (a) -
Unauthorised data interference.

Part V, Section 29 subsection -
Unauthorised system interference.

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or the penalty amount in the 
section to ensure the Minister and 
Judge cannot arbitrarily change it 
favouring their friends and family. In 
Part III – Offences and Penalties of 
the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 
2015", you will see an excellent 
example of how it's done to avoid 
favouritism or misuse of power. You 
can also see examples at  PART II -
Offences , Section 4, subsection (1) 
of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations

Deliberately left blank

Referencenced in other slides

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or the penalty amount in the 
section to ensure the Minister and 
Judge cannot arbitrarily change it 
favouring their friends and family. In 
Part III – Offences and Penalties of 
the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 
2015", you will see an excellent 
example of how it's done to avoid 
favouritism or misuse of power. You 
can also see examples at  PART II -
Offences , Section 4, subsection (1) 
of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part V, Section 31 subsection –
Unauthorised disclosure of 
password.

Part V, Section 32 subsection (1) –
Computer-related forgery.

Part V, Section 32 subsection –
Computer fraud.

● Credential shared during a 
social engineering 
expedition can lead to 
wrongful prosecution

● In the event the Minister is 
incapacitate who assumes 
the sentencing role

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or fine amount in the section to 
ensure the Minister and Judge 
cannot arbitrary change it in favor of 
their friends and family. In Part III –
Offences and Penalties of the Nigeria 
“Cybercrimes (Prohibition, 
prevention, ECT) Act, 2015” you will 
see a good example of how its done 
to avoid favoritism and misuse of 
power. You can also see examples at  
PART II - Offences , Section 4, 
subsection (1) of the HIPCAR Model 
Policy Guidelines and Legislative 
Text

● The clause must clearly include 
intent as a prelude to committing the 
crime a remedy for mistake should 
be considered.

● •The court of law should handle 
sentencing and fines, and both must 
be clearly mentioned as defined in 
the Nigerian version noted above.

● •Security awareness training must be 
made available computer and 
electronic device users working in 
sensitive sectors
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part V, Section 33 subsection 
(1)– Identity theft and 
impersonation.

Part V, Section 34 subsection 
(1) – Electronic signature.

Part V, Section 35 subsection  
(1)– Cyber stalking and cyber 
bullying.

● A single-gender is mentioned 
here.

● In the event the Minister is 
incapacitated, who assumes 
the role of sentencing?

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or the penalty amount in the 
section to ensure the Minister and 
Judge cannot arbitrarily change it 
favouring their friends and family. In 
Part III – Offences and Penalties of the 
Nigeria "Cybercrimes (Prohibition, 
prevention, ECT) Act, 2015", you will 
see an excellent example of how it's 
done to avoid favouritism or misuse of 
power. You can also see examples at  
PART II - Offences , Section 4, 
subsection (1) of the HIPCAR Model 
Policy Guidelines and Legislative Text

● This clause has a loophole, and open 
to misinterpretation needs to include 
the opposite gender. Pronoun for the 
other gender to be inserted

● The court of law should handle 
sentencing and fines, and both must 
be clearly mentioned as defined in the 
Nigerian version noted above.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part V, Section 36 subsection –
Cyber Squatting.

Part V, Section 37 subsection –
Infringements of copyright and 
related rights.

Part V, Section 38 subsection –
Online child sexual abuse.

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or the penalty amount in the 
section to ensure the Minister and 
Judge cannot arbitrarily change it 
favouring their friends and family. In 
Part III – Offences and Penalties of 
the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 
2015", you will see an excellent 
example of how it's done to avoid 
favouritism or misuse of power. You 
can also see examples at  PART II -
Offences , Section 4, subsection (1) 
of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part V, Section 39 subsection 
(1) – Attempting and aiding or 
abetting.

Part V, Section 40 subsection 
(1), B – Registration of 
Cybercafes.

● How does the law handle 
current cyber café operator 
(Compliant timeline)

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or the penalty amount in the 
section to ensure the Minister and 
Judge cannot arbitrarily change it 
favouring their friends and family. In 
Part III – Offences and Penalties of 
the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 
2015", you will see an excellent 
example of how it's done to avoid 
favouritism or misuse of power. You 
can also see examples at  PART II -
Offences , Section 4, subsection (1) 
of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text

● Current cyber café operators and 
some small businesses must be 
given a compliant timeline should 
not be subjected to immediate 
punitive actions.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part V, Section 41 subsection –
Cyber terrorism.

Part V, Section 42 subsection –
Racist and xenophobic offences.

● The use of Terrorist 
Act is vague in this 
context

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or the penalty amount in the 
section to ensure the Minister 
and Judge cannot arbitrarily 
change it favouring their friends 
and family. In Part III – Offences 
and Penalties of the Nigeria 
"Cybercrimes (Prohibition, 
prevention, ECT) Act, 2015", you 
will see an excellent example of 
how it's done to avoid favouritism 
or misuse of power. You can also 
see examples at  PART II -
Offences , Section 4, subsection 
(1) of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text

● A terrorist act is broad and needs 
to be clearly defined to avoid 
misuse of the word and wrongful 
impressment of innocent citizens

● Define the crime and outline the 
various punishments one is 
exposed to as a violator. 
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part V, Section 43 subsection –
Reporting cyber threats.

Part V, Section 44 subsection –
Breach of confidence by service 
providers.

Part V, Section 45 subsection –
Employees responsibility.

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or the penalty amount in the 
section to ensure the Minister and 
Judge cannot arbitrarily change it 
favouring their friends and family. In 
Part III – Offences and Penalties of 
the Nigeria "Cybercrimes 
(Prohibition, prevention, ECT) Act, 
2015", you will see an excellent 
example of how it's done to avoid 
favouritism or misuse of power. You 
can also see examples at  PART II -
Offences , Section 4, subsection (1) 
of the HIPCAR Model Policy 
Guidelines and Legislative Text
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part V, Section 46 subsection (2) –
Corporate liability.

● Specify the imprisonment period 
and/or fine amount in the section to 
ensure the Minister and Judge 
cannot arbitrary change it in favor of 
their friends and family. In Part III –
Offences and Penalties of the 
Nigeria “Cybercrimes (Prohibition, 
prevention, ECT) Act, 2015” you will 
see a good example of how its done 
to avoid favoritism and misuse of 
power. You can also see examples 
at  PART II - Offences , Section 4, 
subsection (1) of the HIPCAR 
Model Policy Guidelines and 
Legislative Text
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47. Co-ordination	and	enforcement.
48. Establishment	of	the	National	Cybersecurity	Advisory	Council.
49. Functions	and	powers	of	the	Council.
50. Establishment	of	National	Cybersecurity	Fund.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part VI, Section 47 subsection (1) & (2) 
– Corporate liability.
● There is a concern that the head of 

this position is based on an 
appointment by the Minister. 

● There is already a concern that SL 
does not have Cybercrime legal 
practitioners. Having someone else 
leading this effort with little or no 
experience in Cybersecurity (threat 
and incident response) will be 
detrimental to the success of this 
bill's implementation and might 
negatively impact citizens if poor 
decisions are made due to the lack of 
expertise. 

● The CSIRT head is not the same as 
being ahead of IT. This individual 
should have several years of 
experience in Cybersecurity, no 
criminal record (corruption included). 
Otherwise, there could be bias in 
investigating and solving sensitive 
issues that pertain to specific people 
or person in question of an incident. 
The motivation will be different if the 
person in charge is acting 
independently, based on their 
expertise and integrity. Rather than 
through connection.

● If for any reason an 
incompetent individual is 
serving as the head in this 
position, that individual could 
make poor decisions. And 
those decisions could affect 
innocent citizens.

● Make the position public to all and be 
strict on years of experience excluding 
educational experience. The individual 
should have worked as a Cybersecurity 
expert for at least 10 years and have 
worked  in incident response and threat, 
computer forensic, etc. They have to 
understand compliance and have a 
strong policy background in 
Cybersecurity.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part VI, Section 47, subsection (2) 
a to f – Corporate liability.
● Does the government have a 

cybercrime team?
● What is the minimum experience 

requirement as an SL CSIRT 
personnel?

● Principles of scientific 
interpretation increase the 
reliability and defensibility 
of decisions throughout 
an investigation, not only 
in the final expert 
testimony phase. Such 
formalization of decision-
making is particularly 
valuable when dealing 
with digital evidence due 
to the potential for 
information overload, 
inaccuracy, error and 
bias. To confront these 
challenges consistently 
and to reduce the risk of 
mistakes, it is important to 
have qualified experts 
investigating these cases.

● Consult other countries with 
reputable CSIRT institutions (other 
African countries, like Nigeria, South 
Africa, Rwanda, Etc.)

● Ensure that this institution is unique 
and have the right individuals for 
each area. Remember, there will be 
lives of innocent citizens involved, 
and every wrong decision made will 
impact an individual found guilty 
wrongfully.
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
Part VI, Section 49, subsection (1) 
d – Functions and powers of 
Council

● I don’t see any area on the bill 
that states how often the bill will 
be reviewed or revisited, 
including a periodic amendment 
by the National Cybersecurity 
Advisory Council Committee.

● This comment is not a finding but 
rather a question. Will the 
promotion of the educational 
program, research, Etc., be in 
collaboration with other 
institutions in the country.

● Anything computer and 
cyber-related changes 
every day, and it is best 
practice to revisit the bill 
periodically and make 
amendment where 
necessary

● Will there be an 
enforcement of a 
cybersecurity awareness 
month. Is there any 
established curriculum 
already for schools and 
institutions?

● Make room to update the bill 
periodically and establish version 
control on the bill.

● The bill should include computer and 
cybercrime teachings, including data 
privacy, in early education and up to 
the university level. Of course, all 
businesses and government 
institutions.
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51. Regulations
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Text from the Bill Findings Why is it important Recommendations
● There are no related 

cybersecurity bills or laws 
referenced in the bill. 

● A standalone Cyber 
Crime bill, without related 
laws for Data Protection 
and Privacy can leave 
loopholes for violation of 
human rights, privacy 
and data integrity. 

● Provide a reasonable and timely 
timeline for a Data Protection and 
Privacy bill. 

● Develop a "Search and Seizure of 
Digital Evidence" plan, law, or 
policy and guidelines. 
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